09:30 Welcome coffee

10:00 Welcome & Adoption of the Agenda
Tour de table

10:15 Election of the WG ABEC Chairperson
Presentation of the candidates, Vote, Announcement

10:45 Common Agricultural Policy | Strategic Plans
Timeline, Analysis of the Environment Committee Opinion, Developments in the European Parliament
Giulia Cancian (Bioenergy Europe)

11:45 Coffee break

12:00 Update on policy and advocacy activities
REDII: Sustainability criteria for agricultural biomass
CAP: Current activities, communication tools, cooperation & next steps
Manifesto on, Agriculture, Video Strategy
Giulia Cancian and Nino Aveni (Bioenergy Europe)

12:45 Lunch

13:20 The new greening architecture
Eco-schemes, EFAs successor measures
Nicola Di Virgilio & Dan Burgar, European Commission

13:50 Perspectives on Agrobiomass
Willow: Small Scale Wetlands System treatment of drainage waters – H. Bach, NyVraa
Biochar Projects: Resources for circular products – S. Finnan, IrBEA
MAGIC: Marginal Lands for growing industrial Crops – E. Alexopoulou; CRES

14:40 Energy Crops – Data Collection
First interim update on the data collection exercise
Martin Colla (Bioenergy Europe)

14:55 AOB